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Abstract
Cross Language Information Retrieval (CLIR) enables people to search information written in different languages from their query languages. Information can be retrieved either from a single cross lingual collection or from a variety of distributed cross lingual sources. This paper presents initial results exploring the effectiveness of distributed CLIR using query-based sampling techniques, which to the best of our knowledge has not been investigated before. In distributed retrieval with multiple databases, query-based sampling provides a simple and effective way for acquiring accurate resource descriptions which helps to select which databases to search. Observations from our initial experiments show that the negative impact of query-based sampling on cross language search may not be as great as it is on monolingual retrieval.

1 Introduction
Cross Language Information Retrieval (CLIR) is the process of retrieving documents written in a language(s) different from the language of the query. In recent years much CLIR research was undertaken in the academic communities via the academic evaluation forums like CLEF, NTCIR and TREC and a number of application areas have been developed over the years. CLIR is basically a combination of machine translation and traditional monolingual IR and four approaches commonly used for translation include [Gollins, 2000]: (1) a controlled vocabulary, (2) machine translation, (3) bilingual parallel corpora, (4) bilingual dictionaries, or more recently a combination of all approaches. When doing translation, one can either translate the query into the target language (query translation, QT), translate search documents into the query language (document translation, DT), or translate both queries and documents into a common language [Oard, 1997]. So far, query translation, which transforms a user’s query into the language of the documents, is the dominant approach because this can be made to work successfully with simple translation methods and does not require the overhead of translating collection documents which is often computationally expensive. With the right approach, CLIR systems are able to achieve retrieval effectiveness that is only marginally degraded from the effectiveness achieved had the query been manually translated [Ballesteros & Croft, 1998].

Current CLIR research focuses on improving retrieval effectiveness under monolingual, bilingual or multilingual conditions. However, how to process multilingual information in a distributed environment has not yet been sufficiently explored. In distributed retrieval with multiple multilingual resources (referred to here as databases), the common approach is to translate queries into the resource language for retrieval and then results from individual collections are merged into a single list. Using this method, similar to monolingual distributed retrieval, when there are a large number of databases, it can be difficult to choose which databases to search. This situation exacerbates in a multilingual environment. Obtaining cross language resource descriptions of each database automatically and efficiently becomes necessary.

Query-based sampling (QBS) [Callan and Connell, 2001] is a technique used for acquiring resource descriptions of databases by running queries on the databases examining text of the documents returned, seeking new queries from the text and using the text to build a uni-gram language model of the database content. Empirically, results demonstrated that sampling 300-500 documents from each database appears to be effective for resource description across different rage of database sizes. This method is particularly useful in distributed retrieval to decide which databases to search according to a given query. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no investigation of QBS and CLIR in the past. Therefore, in our experiments, we tested QBS with query translation, document translation and both query and document translation together for distributed retrieval using the CLEF2003 Italian collection. QBS Results were compared with original distributed monolingual retrieval results. What we report here are a series of observations based on our initial experiments.

This paper divides into the following sections: section 2 describes our experimental set up, section 3 presents our results and compares these results with original monolingual baseline, section 4 list some directions for future work and section 5 summaries our findings.

2 Experimental Setup

2.1 The CLEF2003 Test Collection
The test data set we use is CLEF (http://clef.isti.cnr.it/) 2003’s Italian collection (157,558 documents, average
document length 214, overall size 370MB) and the 60 query topics (141-200) with title, description and narrator fields. The same 60 query topics are available in eight languages including Italian and English by human translation.

For additional comparison, CLEF2003’s English collection was tested for query translation using both original English topics and machine translated Italian to English topics.

### 2.2 Distributed Retrieval and Query-Based Sampling

In our experiments, we tested cross language retrieval using distributed retrieval methods where the original Italian collection was divided into 30 sub databases by document order in collection with each of them containing around 5,252 documents. Distributed retrieval was performed based on the 30 databases using both complete and sampled resource descriptions. Resource descriptions store information about what each database contains. A complete resource description is generated using full collection index whereas sampled resource description (sometimes called learned resource description) is generated by QBS. In our experiments, for each of the 30 sub databases, 300 documents were selected to obtain the sampled resource description.

In parallel, the same set of retrievals were run for the translated Italian to English collection and CLEF2003 English collection as well for further comparison.

### 2.3 Translation Resources and Retrieval System

The machine translation tool used in our experiments was Systran Professional Premium 5.0’s MultiTranslate Utility (http://www.translation.net/systran_professional.html) which can translate multiple files in batches. The whole Italian collection was translated into English and this process took about one month running on a “standard desktop PC”. Using the same tool, original Italian query topics were translated into English and English topics were translated into Italian.

The retrieval tool we used for Italian and English retrieval was Lemur3.1 (http://www.lemurproject.org/). Lemur supports distributed retrieval providing functions to rank databases by their resource descriptions and merge their distributed search results using the CORI algorithm [Callan, 2000]. The default setting for Lemur in our experiments was to retrieve the top 30 ranked documents from the top 10 ranked databases.

Since CLEF data format was not compatible with Lemur and Systran formats, conversion of the query and document format was necessary.

### 2.4 Cross-Language Retrieval

Given the Italian collection and queries and their translated English versions, we compare query versus document translation alone as well as applying both query and document translation. Before the experiment, the data collection and queries were processed. We first translated the Italian text and queries into English and English que-

The following experiments were performed with each of them applied to distributed retrieval using both complete and sampled resource descriptions:

1. Retrieval using the original Italian collection and topics. This will be used as a baseline in comparison (monolingual).
2. Query translation with original Italian collection and English topics translated to Italian (QT).
3. Document translation with the Italian collection translated to English and original English topics (DT).
4. Both query and document translation with the Italian collection translated to English and the Italian topics translated to English (QT+DT).

The English collection was tested under monolingual and query translation configurations. Precision at rank 5, 10, 15, 20 and 30 (P5, P10, P15, P20, P30) was used to measure retrieval effectiveness. In addition, recall and the number of queries with any relevant documents retrieved (rel_q) was also computed.

### 3 Results

Results are listed in Tables 1, 2 and 3: the tables show results covering a number of configurations of the collection and topics. Each table collates the results for a particular form of collection: in Table 1, the native Italian collection; table 2, native English; and in table 3, Italian collection translated to English. In each table two forms of query are shown and within each query the search on the full (columns 1&3) and sampled resource descriptions (columns 2&4) are compared. Since we did not have time to translate the English collection to Italian, results for that configuration are not shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Italian collection, Italian topics (monolingual)</th>
<th>Italian collection, English -&gt; Italian topics (QT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete resource description</td>
<td>Sampled resource description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5 0.3133</td>
<td>0.3067 (-2.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10 0.2483</td>
<td>0.2333 (-6.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15 0.2111</td>
<td>0.2033 (-3.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P20 0.1867</td>
<td>0.1808 (-3.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P30 0.1511</td>
<td>0.1406 (-7.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rel q 43/51</td>
<td>41/51 (+4.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recall 272/809</td>
<td>253/809 (-7.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampled resource description</td>
<td>Sampled resource description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5 0.2667</td>
<td>0.2533 (-5.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10 0.1467</td>
<td>0.2067 (+1.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15 0.1711</td>
<td>0.1744 (+2.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P20 0.1467</td>
<td>0.1467 (+0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P30 0.1128</td>
<td>0.1183 (+4.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rel q 40/51</td>
<td>46/51 (+2.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recall 203/809</td>
<td>213/809 (+4.9%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Italian monolingual and QT using complete and sampled resource descriptions
As can be seen across all the tables, with one exception (in Table 1), query-based sampling reduces effectiveness compared to retrieval based on the full resource description. The one exception to this is under the QT condition where use of the sampled resource description resulted in improved effectiveness (average of the % difference in column 4 of Table 1 is +0.72%). In addition, more relevant documents were retrieved and more queries with at least some relevant documents retrieved were found than with the full resource description. However, the improvement was not significant. In general, as would be expected, QBS reduced retrieval effectiveness. The reductions observed in Tables 1 & 2 are in line with reductions reported from the original QBS paper [Callan and Connell, 2001].

The reductions in Table 3 are larger. Here collection translation is being used, with the Italian collection being translated into English. Errors will be made in the translation process and whether those errors are somehow causing problems in the resource description process of QBS, is an area of investigation to be examined in the future.

The most striking observation from the results in the Tables, however, comes from a comparison of the % change in effectiveness reported in columns 2 & 4 of each of the three Tables. Column 4 always reports the effectiveness of a system that uses additional translation compared to the system reported in column 2. Across almost every measure of effectiveness in every Table, the drop in effectiveness from the use of query-based sampling was larger in column 2 than it was in column 4. This preliminary result suggests that the impact of QBS on searching CLIR systems could be lower than the impact normally found when searching on full databases.

3.1 Using translation to enhance monolingual search?

Separate from QBS, we report one other result. Comparing column 3 of Table 3 with column 1 of Table 1, both configurations are the same taking Italian queries retrieving on the same CLEF Italian collection. The results in the column of Table 3 however shows monolingual retrieval after both queries and documents are translated into another language, in this case English. Performing QT and DT together resulted in a 5.9% precision improvement on average over original monolingual retrieval with no translation. This gain is consistent after rank 10, but not significant. Even under QBS condition, comparing results in column 2 in Table 1 with column 4 in Table 3, performing QT and DT together only resulted in 3.1% precision drop on average over monolingual retrieval which is still comparatively effective.

Our observation that translating both collection and queries from Italian to English together outperforms its originally monolingual baseline is to the best of our knowledge new. Franz and McCarley’s tried improving monolingual retrieval by query and document translation (as done here) working on an English test collection, who’s documents and queries were translated into French [Franz and McCarley, 1999]. With their experiments, however, they reported a 10-20% drop in effectiveness compared to monolingual baseline.

Whether our observation is an outlier case or an indication of a general trend will be the subject of further work.

4 Future Work

In our experiments, we only managed to translate the CLEF2003 Italian collection and topics into English and English topics to Italian. In order to better understand the importance, significance and durability of our observations, we will extend our work to other language translation. Other future work includes translating other languages such as German into English and observes whether the speciality of compound words in German will result in different performance in CLIR. Since document translation are time consuming, other translation resources such as dictionary look up, parallel texts based translation [Chen and Gey, 2003] or statistical translation models built by GIZA++ (http://www.fjoch.com/GIZA++.html) can be applied for future experiments as well. We also will translate English collection to Italian and run the same set of experiments on it to test the bilingual distributed CLIR and to better understand the drops in effectiveness when using query-based sampling and document translation.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented experiments incorporating machine translation of both the queries and documents into an IR engine for distributed CLIR using Systran Pro-
fessional and CLEF2003 Italian collection. Distributed CLIR was run using a complete resource description of all collections or using sampled resource collection by query-based sampling technique. The obtained results were compared with the results from original monolingual retrieval and results from applying query and document translation. In Italian distributed CLIR, we observed that QT using QBS sampled resource description performed better than DT at the same condition, and its performance was comparably effective as using complete resource description. Furthermore, we also found that when translating both queries and documents together, distributed cross language retrieval is almost as good as monolingual retrieval either using complete resource description or QBS sampled resource description.
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